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New Designs of HDD
Air-Lubricated Sliders Via
Topology Optimization
Optimization is an efficient tool for developing designs of slider air bearings that mee
strict performance demands of current hard disk drives. Previous studies in this
concentrated on determining the optimal size and shape of the air-bearing surface
specified initial design. The resulting optimal design has the same topology as that
initial design. Therefore, the performance of the final optimal solution depends stro
on the initial design, which is chosen either intuitively or inspired by already exis
designs. In this study, a topology optimization method is developed for determinin
optimal slider configuration. First, the air-bearing surface is discretized by a unifo
mesh. The optimization consists in determining whether the material contained in
element should be removed or not. Then, a genetic algorithm is employed for the
mination of the optimal solution from the possible candidates. An example is presen
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The resulting optimal desi
a topology different from those of the initial designs and possesses impr
performance.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1631016#
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Introduction
Due to the demand of higher data storage density for comp

hard disk drives, the head-disk spacing has necessarily decre
significantly. The flying heights of current commercial sliders a
in the range of 20–30 nm or below. Besides the extremely
spacing, it is also desirable to have a constant flying height o
the entire disk, a low take-off/landing velocity, and a stiff a
bearing@1#. Developments in slider manufacture techniques s
as photolithography and plasma etching have made it feasib
produce arbitrary air-bearing surface geometries. With this con
of geometry, many different sliders with complicated air-bear
surface~ABS! have been proposed for meeting the strict perf
mance requirements. Consequently, the subsequent problem
determine the optimal configuration of the air-bearing surface

Several methods have been presented to obtain the optimal
figuration subjected to different cost functions. Yoon and Choi@2#
presented a new design of taper-flat sliders using an optimiza
technique, which considered the steady-state flying performa
of the slider. O’Hara and Bogy@3# employed genetic algorithm
and simulated annealing for the determination of the optimal
sign of a transverse pressure contour~TPC! slider. They consid-
ered the minimization of the variation in flying height over th
radius of the disk. Lu et al.@4# presented an optimal design of
negative pressure slider using the simulated annealing. The
function was defined as the variation in the flying heights at th
different radii plus the difference of the mean value of these th
flying heights and the target flying height. O’Hara et al.@5# em-
ployed the simulated annealing method to optimize a 25 nm fly
height slider. The design goals were to maintain a specified fly
height, to minimize the roll angle, and to decrease the sensiti
of the bearing to external loading. Yoon and Choi@6# used the
sequential quadratic programming method for determining the
timal configuration of a TPC slider. The objective of optimizatio
was to minimize the variation in flying height, to maximize th
pitch angle and to keep the roll angle as small as possible. K
et al.@7# presented new designs of air-bearing surfaces that red
the flying height variation during the track seek as well as
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steady state. They employed the method of modified feasible
rections and used the weighting method to solve the multicrite
optimization problem.

The above methods for determining the optimization config
ration of the air-bearing surface have a common feature: In o
to initialize the optimization procedure, an original design of t
air-bearing surface has to be proposed first. Then, some de
variables that characterize the air-bearing surface, such as the
tices of the rail, the recess depth, and the pivot position, are sp
fied. Finally, some optimization method is used to determine
set of design variables that minimizes the specified cost funct
No matter how the design variables are changed, a rail will
break into two disjoint rails and no new cavities will emerg
Hence, the final design will have the same topology as that of
original design. In other words, these optimization techniqu
only change the shape and size of the initial design of the
bearing surface. As a result, the performance of the final de
depends strongly on the initial design. Traditionally, the topolo
of the initial design is in most cases either chosen intuitively
inspired by already existing designs. However, there is a sign
cant necessity of and interests in improving the quality of produ
by finding their best feasible topology in a very early stage of
design process. Topology optimization is an efficient tool
achieving this goal@8,9,10#.

In this study, the discrete topology optimization method is
tegrated with the genetic algorithms for the determination of
optimal configuration of sliders with a specified taper and rec
depth. The design objective is to minimize the variation of t
flying height from the target value and the roll angel in the stea
state. To compare the optimization result, we obtain the opti
configuration of aH-shaped slider. The new slider created v
topology optimization shows better flying performance than
optimizedH-shaped slider.

Optimization Procedure
Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the optimization procedu

The procedure consists of three modules. First, a cost functio
chosen according to the specified design objectives and
straints. Then, the air-bearing surface is discretized and a on
one correspondence is generated between each discrete air-be
surface and a binary string. Finally, a genetic algorithm is e
ployed to find the optimal configuration of the slider that min
d
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mizes the cost function. Since the cost function should be ca
lated once for each possible design, it is essential to hav
numerical algorithm that can efficiently determine the flying a
tude for each design. Each module is described in detail belo

Formulation of the Optimization Problem
Variation in flying height results in a less efficient recordin

than would result with a uniform flying height. Also, an increas
roll angle reduces the air-bearing stiffness and makes the fl
height more sensitive to both static and dynamic effects@11#. For
enhanced air-bearing characteristics, the slider is desired to m
tain a uniform flying height and a small roll angle over the ent
recording band@1#. In order to meet these requirements, the c
function is defined as

uHmin2H* u1Rmax1a•sH1b•sR , (1)

whereHmin and Rmax indicate, respectively, the minimum flyin
height and maximum roll angle over the radius of the disk,H* is
the target flying height,sH andsR denote the standard deviation
of the flying height and roll angle over the radius of the disk,a
andb are the corresponding weighting factors, respectively.

The multi-criteria optimization problem is formulated as fin
ing an air-bearing surface that minimizes the cost function~Eq.
~1!! and satisfies the constraint

R>0,

whereR indicates the roll angle.

Discretization of the Air-Bearing Surface
The initial air-bearing surface design is composed of a flat s

face and a front taper as shown in Fig. 2~a!. The front taper serves
to pressurize the air lubricant and thus provides the lift force. T
admissible design domain is a rectangular parallelepiped with
ity depth d, as indicated by the shaded region. In order to c

Fig. 1 Flow chart of the optimization procedure
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struct a negative pressure slider, some material in the admis
design domain should be removed. A rectangular uniform mes
used to discretize the entire admissible design domain. The o
mization consists in determining whether the material containe
each element should be removed or not. If the material conta
in an element is removed, a rectangular cavity with recess depd
is generated at the location of the element. In order to describe
shape of the slider, a variable of value 0 or 1 is assigned to e
element. The value 0 indicates that the material contained in
element is removed. On the other hand, the value 1 represe
solid element. By doing this, we generate a one-to-one mapp
between the slider geometry and a binary string. For example
flat area shown in Fig. 2~b! is discretized by a 838 mesh. In this
case, the slider configuration is described uniquely by a 64
binary string. The following binary string:

Fig. 2 Schematic of the grid-slider
1111111111100111110000111000000110000001110000111110011111000011
ning
to

imu-
of
the
di-

ring
the
ere
represents the slider configuration shown in Fig. 2~c!. When dis-
cretizing the design domain, an even number of elements is
ferred in both the cross and longitudinal directions. An odd nu
ber of elements in the cross direction can’t represent ABS tha
anti-symmetric with respect to the center line since all element
the center are symmetric. Similarly, an odd number of element
the longitudinal direction will limit the design space. In this wor
an even number of elements are used in both the cross and l
tudinal directions.

An l-bit binary string can represent a total of 2l possible slider
configurations. Then a genetic algorithm is used to find the o
re-
m-
t is
in

s in
,
ngi-

ti-

mal design among these possible configurations. In the remai
part of this paper, sliders generated in this way will be referred
as ‘‘grid-sliders.’’

Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms are guided random search techniques s

lating natural evolution. A genetic algorithm consists of a group
binary strings, where the bits of each string are considered
genes of an individual chromosome and where the group of in
vidual chromosomes is said to be a population. Each binary st
represents a feasible solution. The population is evolved with
use of the principles of variation, selection, and inheritance. Th
Transactions of the ASME
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are many implementations of genetic algorithms@12#. The current
implementation of the genetic algorithm is graphically depicted
Fig. 3 and described briefly below.

The initial population, consisting ofn binary strings of lengthl,
is generated randomly. Each string represents a possible desi
the slider as shown in the previous section. The correspon
cost function of the slider is determined in the numerical simu
tion module and provides the mechanism for evaluating each
dividual. The linear scaling procedure described in@12# is used to
determine the fitness value.

Once all individuals in the population have been evaluated
new population of strings is formed in two steps. First, strings
the current population are selected for replication based on t
fitness values. Replicating strings according to their fitness va
means that strings with a higher fitness value have a higher p
ability of contributing one or more offspring in the next gener
tion. By doing this, low-fitness individuals may be eliminate
from the population. There are several ways for implementing
selection process. In this study, the proportional selection sch
is employed. In the proportional scheme, individuals are re
cated in direct proportion to their fitness values. Next, gen
operators such as mutation and crossover are applied probab
cally to the selected individuals to produce a new population
individuals. Crossover is the combination of two strings to fo
two new strings, and mutation alters one or more bits of a sele
string to introduce a new search direction. The resulting offspr
are then inserted back into the population replacing older m
bers to form a new generation of population. The optimality of
new generation is then evaluated and the process is repeated
some predetermined stop criterion is met.

Not all grid sliders generated randomly can fly under the sp
fied suspension preload. For example, a chessboard-like s
with the binary representation as ‘‘10101010 . . . ’’ may not fly. It
is unlikely that genetic algorithms can generate good results

Fig. 3 Flow chart of the genetic algorithm
Journal of Tribology
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reasonable amount of time if most of the ABS samples of
initial population can’t fly. To avoid this situation, the initial popu
lation is generated in such a way that all of its ABS samples
fly. In the subsequent generations, a very small fitness valu
assigned to the ABS sample that can’t fly so that it won’t
replicated in the next generation.

Numerical Simulation Procedure
The steady-state air-bearing pressure is governed by the ge

alized Reynolds equation as shown below

]

]X S QPH3
]P

]X
2LxPHD1

]

]Y S QPH3
]P

]Y
2LyPHD50, (2)

where P5p/pa is the dimensionless pressure,H5h/hm the di-
mensionless bearing height,X5x/L the dimensionless
x-coordinate,Y5y/L the dimensionlessy-coordinate, in which
pa , hm , and L indicate the ambient pressure, the flying heig
and the length of the slider, respectively.Lx56mUL/pahm

2 and
Ly56mVL/pahm

2 are the bearing numbers in thex and y direc-
tions, respectively, in whichU and V are thex and y velocity
components, respectively.Q is the flow factor that assumes differ
ent forms depending on the type of correction model used@13#.

Patankar’s@14# control volume method is employed to dis
cretize the generalized Reynolds equation. The resulting nonlin
discrete equations are solved using an adaptive multigrid me
@15#. In that method, an adaptive grid-generating scheme is
planted to discretize the computation domain such that fine g
are used only where needed. The final grid system consists
sequence of uniform grids~or levels! with decreasing meshsizes
The Full Approximation Storage~FAS! algorithm, which suits
well for solving nonlinear equations, is used to obtain solutions
these levels of grids@16#. The relative truncation error, a by
product of the FAS algorithm, is used in grid adaptation criter
Finer meshes are only constructed over nodes of the current fi
grid where the relative truncation error is over a predetermin
tolerance. The domain of any grid may be only a proper par
the domains of the coarse grids underneath. Therefore, the
number of nodes of the adaptive multigrid method may be sev
orders less than that of a traditionally multigrid method. Since
computation work increases quickly with the node number,
adaptive multigrid method is much efficient than the traditiona
multigrid method. It is well known that suitably fine meshes a
needed around step discontinuities of the air-bearing surface
obtaining an accurate pressure profile. This makes the adap
multigrid method especially powerful for the calculation of th
pressure distribution for the grid sliders.

The numerical scheme described above is intended to solve
generalized Reynolds equation for the pressure distribution un
the slider given the flying attitude, which consists of flying heig
pitch and roll angle of the slider. However, in practice, the eq
librium flying attitude is desired given the suspension preload
the location of the load. This is called the inverse problem. Due
the nonlinearity of the generalized Reynolds equation, the inve
problem can only be solved through iteration. The solution sta
at a guessed slider attitude. The pressure distribution under
slider is determined by the adaptive multigrid method. The m
nitude and location of the resultant force of the pressure distr
tion are compared with those of the given suspension preloa
the difference is greater than the predetermined tolerance,
quasi-Newton iteration method@17,18# is employed to search fo
the new slider attitude. This process is repeated until the fo
equilibrium of the slider is reached.

Results and Discussion
We use a 30 percent negative pressure slider to demonstrat

effectiveness of the proposed topology optimization method. F
ure 4 shows the geometric dimensions of the 30 percent sli
The recess depth is 3mm. The inside and outside radii of th
JANUARY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 173
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recording band are 24 and 40 mm, respectively, and the co
sponding skew angles are 6.9 deg and 16.9 deg, respectively
disk rotating speed is 5400 rpm and the suspension preload is
mN. The weighting factors in the cost function as defined by
~1! are set asa510 andb55, respectively. In this study, the cos
function of each design is calculated at three points, located a
inner, center and outer radius of the disk.

Figure 5 shows the cost function value versus the genera
where the solid and dashed lines indicate the best solution an
average of the 50% best GA solutions, respectively. The pop
tion size is 15. As can be seen from the figure, the cost func
value converges in 9 generations. The cost function value of
best design in the 9th generation is about one third of that in
first generation. The optimum configuration of the air-bearing s
face and the corresponding pressure distribution at the cente
dius of the disk are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.

To compare the optimum grid-slider, we obtain the optimu
configuration of aH-shaped slider. Figure 8 shows the schema
of theH-shaped slider and the design variables as indicated byX1
to X6 . The recess depth and the taper of theH-shaped slider are
the same as those of the grid-slider, respectively. The variation
flying heights and roll angles over the recording band of the
timum grid-slider~solid line! and H-shaped slider~dashed line!
are plotted in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, respectively. As can be see
from the figure, the optimal grid-slider has a nearly constant fly
height. On the other hand, the flying height of the optim
H-shaped slider varies significantly over the recording ba
Moreover, the optimalH-shaped slider has a cost function val
of 86, which is larger than that of the optimal grid-slider. The
fore, we conclude that the optimum grid-slider is a better des
than the optimumH-shaped slider.

Fig. 4 Geometric dimensions of the 30 percent slider

Fig. 5 Convergence history of the cost function for the grid-
slider
174 Õ Vol. 126, JANUARY 2004
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For a slider ofn elements andm height levels, the total numbe
of possible designs is given bymn. The grid-slider used to test th
proposed optimization method has 80 elements and 2 height
els. Even for such a coarse grid size, the total number of poss
designs, 210, is still so large that it is impractical to examine a
the possible designs for finding the global optimal design. B
cause only a small fraction of the design space can be exami
it is unreasonable to expect an algorithm to locate the global
timum in the space. A more reasonable goal is to search for g
regions of the design space corresponding to regularities in
problem domain. In the example shown above for optimizing
grid-slider, the total number of possible designs examined is
395135. Although the number of designs examined is ve

Fig. 6 Configuration of the optimal grid-slider

Fig. 7 Pressure distribution of the optimal grid-slider

Fig. 8 Schematic of the H-shaped slider and the design vari-
ables
Transactions of the ASME
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small compared with the total number of possible designs,
value of the cost function is reduced by a factor of three after
optimization process. In addition, the resulting optimal grid-slid
shows a better flying behavior than the optimalH-shaped slider.
This example shows that the proposed method has the ability
generating good designs efficiently.

Because only a fraction of the design space is searched
genetic algorithms may yield some local optimum. In this ca
the resulting design depends on the initial population and the
rameters used, e.g., crossover rate and mutation rate. More
since the crossover point and mutation bit are chosen probab
tically, different results may be generated even though the s
initial population is used. Figure 10 shows a different optimiz
design using the same initial population as of Fig. 6. The c
value of the slider in Fig. 10 is 28, which is slightly less than th
of the slider in Fig. 6. It may be advisable to run the optimizati
process several times with different sets of initial population a
pick up the best result.

Complicated ABS may be required for meeting extremely p
formance demands. In this case, it is necessary to employ a
grid size for describing the ABS properly. Since the total num
of possible designs increase with the grid size exponentially,
reasonable to employ a large population size for finding the o
mal design when the grid size is large. In addition, a fine com
tational mesh is required for determining the pressure distribu
under the ABS when solving the corresponding inverse probl
These two factors make the computer time increase dramatic
with the grid size. Whether it is practically possible to use a la
grid size depends on if the optimization process can be finishe
a reasonable amount of time. One possible way to reduce

Fig. 9 Variations in the flying height „a… and roll angle „b… of
the optimal grid-slider „solid … and H-shaped slider „dashed …
Journal of Tribology
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computation time is to employ the parallel computation power
modern computers. Another possible approach is to combine
present method with the ‘‘subregion’’ method proposed by Han
and Talke@10#. The subregion method is similar in principle to th
present method. Both methods employ the discrete topology o
mization approach for generating novel ABS designs. In the s
region method, the design area is discretized into a numbe
small rectangular subregions. All the possible designs are ex
ined to find the global minimum at the first step. After determini
an optimum solution with an initial coarse subdivision, a refin
ment of the solution is obtained by further subdivision of t
individual subregions, and repeating the process to determine
optimum solution. When the subregion or the grid size is large
is impractical to examine all the possible designs for determin
the optimum solution. Due to this restriction, the design area u
in the subregion method is only a fraction of the entire ABS. T
previous grid-slider example shows that genetic algorithms
capable of generating good results when only a fraction of
design space is searched. Therefore, by using the genetic
rithms for finding optimal solutions, the design area can be
tended to cover a larger portion of the ABS and the whole o
mization process can still be finished in a reasonable amoun
time. A combination of the present method with the subreg
method is currently under investigation.

In the present method, the design area is subdivided int
number of rectangular elements. Therefore, it is not suitable
modeling complicated ABS whose sidewalls are not perpend
lar. The use of nonrectangular elements or unstructured gri
seemingly a fruitful topic for future research.

Conclusions
This study presents a topology optimization method for dev

oping designs of sliders for computer hard disk drives. T
present method does not require a priory knowledge of a g
initial design and generates novel designs of ABS. A 30 perc
taper slider is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of
method. The cost function is the summation of the steady s
minimum flying height, the absolute value of the maximum r
angle, and the variations in the flying height and roll angle o
the entire recording band. First, a uniform mesh of suitable siz
generated to divide the air-bearing surface into rectangular
ments. Each element is assigned a value of either one or zer
the value is zero, the material in the element is removed an
cavity of a specified recess depth is generated. If the value is
the element is unchanged. In this way, the air-bearing surf
configuration can be characterized by a binary string. Then,
simple genetic algorithm is used to find the optimum soluti
from the possible candidates. The slider created via the topo

Fig. 10 A different optimal grid-slider using the same initial
population as of Fig. 6
JANUARY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 175
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optimization method shows better flying performance than
H-shaped slider optimally designed by a traditional optimizat
method.
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